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The histories of philosophy habitually pass from the 15th to the 17th century, neglecting the
16th century, perhaps because of the blood that was spilled, or because the debates of the day
were more of a 'theological' nature than of a 'philosophical' one. Is it therefore up to 'philosophy'
to put things right after the bloody excesses of theology?

The  five  hundredth  anniversary  of  the  opening  of  the  Reformation  approaches  (2017).
Without wishing to trespass on the territory usually occupied by ecclesiastical and ecumenical
studies, the magazine Philosophy and Theology will address the theme 'Luther and Philosophy'
from the point of view of 'modern subjectivity' (for the term 'modern subjectivity' see Alain de
Libera).

First of all:  how to conceive of man, leaving completely aside that which is external,  the
action, the imperative commandment, the law as prescription? How can there still be a subject
that would be founded on itself and only itself? Kant is clear: «Uniquely the concept of freedom
is such that it does not force us to come out of ourselves in order to find the unconditional and
intelligible compared with the conditioned and sensible» (KpV 1788, 189-190). And what would
Nietzsche say?

Luther's answer to such a question is a positive one. He replies: Yes, it is possible, but only in
a paradoxical manner. The subject can base itself on an absolute foundation only if it does find
itself to be already rooted in God; but once it understands this, it is legitimized and free. Can the
subject create itself without mediation? No. Luther knows mediation, but this is found in the
Gospel. In the language of the Gospel, the subject is already established. Philosophy doesn't
know anything about this, but theology does. Hermeneutics has worked much in this area of
thought.

Luther thus opens a hiatus between faith and works.  To what end? To free the subject. But
afterwards? What is the action of a free subject? Here is the second important element of Luther's
vision. Luther founds the subject on a rift between two concepts. Modern philosophy strives for
their "reconciliation". Only in the 20th century did Luther 'reappear' on the scene to elicit this rift
and  at  the  same  time  a  kind  of  tension  (Unterscheidung/Zuordnung;  difference/inherence;
Ricoeur: « franchissement d’un gouffre logique au préalable reconnu. Franchir l’écart, c’est à la
fois le reconnaitre et le traverser »). Thus the distinction is as edifying as the reconciliation.

How, then, does this subject which has been founded on freedom become an agent for Luther?
Here Luther moves carefully between a solution which is too 'absolute' (the good tree necessarily
bears  good fruit)  and one  which  is  too  conservative,  the  one  which  he  is  often  accused of
adopting. Discussions on this subject among the Reformers (infused with human and political
issues) occupied a large portion of their time and their writings. Agreement on the subject is not
intuitive.

But neither is erasing the gap between one and the other an option. One may discuss the
relationship  all  one likes,  but  the initial  paradox,  of  which the  difference  between Law and



Gospel  is  but  one possibility,  must  not  be suppressed,  because  this  paradox is  Luther's  real
discovery,  the  real  anchore  of  modern  subjectivity.  Has  "modern"  philosophy suppressed  or
simply reworked this discovery? Wherever there is paradox, rupture, there is also denial. To what
extent should we make room for negativity? How would it be possible to talk of 'man' forgetting
this aspect? 

And then: what is the place of intersubjectivity in this panorama? (See Schelling; Fichte).

To conclude: the Five Hundredth Anniversary of the Reformation must be seen within the fact
that  we  live  in  a  different  era.  Modern  philosophy  has  travelled  through  the  ages.  It  has
modernised, that is clear; but it has also lost something that was perhaps necessary. All this may
be placed in discussion.

We are not talking of going back over old disputes. Rather,  we feel that by starting from new
human tasks, Christianity (in particular) could become once more 'current' and rid itself of its
problems. Some authors may assert topic A, others the argument B. Some balance will be useful.
A certain pluralism indispensable, even.

You may remember – in addition to the amazing paradoxes – the incredible judgements of
Luther on femininity, the terrible expressions concerning Müntzer, Anabaptists and Jews! But to
belong to history means also this. Despite everything, does not Luther belong within the history
of liberty? And if so, how and with what limits, not historically but philosophically speaking? We
want to finish on that question.

(Sergio Rostagno) 
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The proposed contribution (abstracts of max 1000 words with title and bibliography, with the
designation  "project  'Luther  and Modern  Subjectivity'"  (in  the  subject  line)  must  be  sent  to
editorial staff at info@filosofiaeteologia.it

Deadlines

 • by February 28, 2016: sending the project

 • March 15, 2016: reply on the acceptance or not of the project

 • by September 30, 2016: sending the article that will undergo double blind rewiew.

 • by October 30, 2016: definitive answer about the acceptance or otherwise of the article and
any requests for review. 

 • by November 20, 2016: sending the final version of the article.
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Contributions – in one of following languages: Italian, English, French, German - should follow
the  guidelines  laid  down  by  '  philosophy  and  theology  '  published  on  the  website
www.filosofiaeteologia.it and must not exceed 20000 characters spaces and notes included.
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